Cocarbonization Properties of Heat-treated FCC Decant Oils with Low Sulfur Vacuum Residue Leading to Production of Needle Coke
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Cocarbonization properties of a particular FCC decant oil (FCC-DO) of paraffinic nature with low sulfur vacuum residue (LSVR) were studied in an attempt to find guiding principles of its thermal modification for production of better quality needle coke, using a tube bomb, as these oils do not always make excellent coke of homogeneous quality because of difference existing in the oils properties. FCC-DO was heat-treated under some conditions of temperature and residence time before cocarbonization with LSVR, to eliminate the unfavorable bottom mosaic coke. The heat-treatment of FCC-DO removed paraffins and alkyl groups of longer chains on aromatic ring, which increased the aromaticity. Highly aromatized FCC-DOs increased solvency, at early stage cocarbonization, dissolving viscous mesophase derived from the most reactive portion in LSVR which is believed to cause bottom mosaic structure. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the coke was maintained at optimum range for graphite electrodes by selecting adequate carbonization conditions for the particular feed.

1. Introduction

Cocarbonization of a low sulfur petroleum vacuum residues (LSVR) with fluid catalytic cracking decant oils (FCC-DO) has been recognized to be an effective procedure for the production of premium needle coke¹). However DOs do not always give excellent coke for graphite electrodes, forming mosaic coke in the bottom of the tube bomb and deteriorating homogeneity and quality of the coke as reported in previous papers²),³).

The present authors have been looking for plausible solutions to the problem in a series of studies²)–⁶).

In the present study, heat-treatment of a particular FCC-DO of higher paraffin content (denoted G in a series of papers) which was reported to produce such a coke in its cocarbonization with LSVR⁵),⁶) was investigated to improve its properties as a cocarbonizing complement in terms of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the whole coke-lump and the amount of the bottom mosaic coke.

Heat-treatment under adequate conditions is expected to aromatize slightly paraffinic FCC-DO through pyrolytic reactions without producing unfavorable carbonaceous substances. Dealkylation from aromatic rings and paraffin cracking can improve capability of the cocarbonizing complement to dissolve the carbonized products from the most reactive species in LSVR, which tend to precipitate in paraffinic carbonizing matrix at the initial stage carbonization, forming bottom mosaic coke⁶).

2. Experimental

Some analytical data of a FCC-DO(G) and LSVR are described in the preceding paper⁶).

About 20 g of the FCC-DO in an aluminium foil tube was heat-treated in a stainless steel tube bomb that was inserted and kept in a sand bath at prescribed conditions of temperature and time. The heating rate was about 250°C/min. The pressure was adjusted by the initial nitrogen pressure and adequate purging through a control valve during the heat-treatment. The heat-treated product was quenched in cold water and its whole quantity was recovered in the foil.

The heat-treated FCC-DO and LSVR were blended at 80°C, while stirring. Cocarbonization of the blends was performed at 480 and 490°C in the manner same as that of the heat-treatment. The coke-lump was examined in terms of anisotropic texture and CTE (at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 500°C) of the middle portion...
The heattreated FCC-DO was extracted with pentane (Pe), hexane (H), and benzene (B) to characterize its fractions on analytical basis. $^1$H-NMR of benzene soluble fractions in both original and heattreated DOs after dewaxing were measured with 400 MHz FT-NMR (Varian). Pentane soluble fraction was also analyzed with TLC-FID (thinlayer chromatography-flame ionization detector).

3. Results

3.1 Coke Produced by Cocarbonization of LSVR with Original and Heattreated FCC-DOs

Montage microphotographs of lump coke produced at 480°C by cocarbonization of LSVR with an original and heattreated DOs are shown in Fig. 1. The original FCC-DO with LSVR produced an area of mosaic texture at the bottom of the lump, although the middle and upper parts showed excellent flow texture of uni-axial arrangement as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). DO heated at 410°C for 1 h produced a lump coke of essentially the same appearance as that of the original DO except for reduced height of bottom mosaic as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). A longer heattreatment by 5 h at the same temperature certainly provided better properties to cocarbonized DO. There were no bottom mosaic texture produced, any more, in the resultant lump coke, having excellent flow texture at its middle and upper parts, as shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f).

At higher temperature of 430°C, it was possible to modify DOs more rapidly to eliminate the mosaic coke in the course of its cocarbonization. One hour appeared sufficient at 430°C, although the microphotographs of the coke obtained from that heattreated for 3 h are illustrated in Fig. 1(g) and (h). The flow, or domain flow, textures prevailed in the coke, although the alignment there of was not always parallel to the axis. Some of the textures were laying perpendicular to the axis.

A further higher temperature of 450°C gave similar results with shorter time of heattreatment.

3.2 CTE and Coke Yield

The values of CTE and yields of the cocarbonized cokes at 480°C are summarized in Table 1. The top and bottom portions of the lumps were cut off before measurement. The cocarbonization of LSVR with original FCC-DO provided and excellent CTE value of $0.2\times10^{-6}/\degree C$, although mosaic texture 1.1 mm high formed at the bottom of the lump.

The heattreatment at 410°C for 5 h essentially maintained the level of CTE as low as $0.3\times10^{-6}/\degree C$.

Thus, the heattreatment of DO served to realize both excellent CTE and elimination of mosaic coke at the bottom. DOs heattreated at higher temperatures of 430 and 450°C gave lump coke having unfavorable CTE of $1.1-1.4\times10^{-6}/\degree C$. The values were comparable to those of commercial needle coke$^7$, but certainly higher that those of the
better coke obtained in the present study. Using DO heat treated at 430°C for 3 h, higher carbonization temperature of 490°C improved the CTE of the carbonized coke to 0.3×10⁻⁶/°C. The heat treatment increased the coke yield (carbonized feed basis) from 30% to 35-47%. Significant increase of coke yield may be worthy of note. The longer treatment tended to give higher yield, regardless of heat treatment temperature.

3.3 Characterization of DOs

The yield and solubilities of heat treated DOs are summarized in Table 2. The original DO was essentially soluble in pentane. The heat treatment cracked and evaporated a considerable amount of reacted fraction, depending on the treatment temperature and time. At 410°C, 14% of DO was removed in 1 h, small amounts of Pet-HS, HI-BS and BI-PS (of 1%) being produced. Longer treatment times of 5 and 10 h decreased the yields to 83 and 68%, respectively, producing significant amounts of Pet-HS and HI-BS. The content of BI-PS stayed low. Higher temperatures decreased the yields and produced pentane insoluble fractions more rapidly. It should be noted that no QI was formed, even at 450°C for 3 h, although the content of PeS dropped to a very low.

Some instrumental analytical data of DOs heat treated at 410°C for 5 h, which appeared to be the best complement, are summarized in Tables 3 and 4, including those of the original DO for comparison.

By heat treatment, the saturate fraction was removed by 8%, increasing the aromatic fraction by 7%, as shown in Table 4. ¹H-NMR spectra of the dewaxed BS fraction in original and heat treated DOs are illustrated in Fig. 2. It is certainly definite that the alkyl side chain was removed by the treatment as suggested by a marked decrease of H₆ and H₅ to increase aromaticity. The alkyl groups of longer chains may be preferentially removed by heat treat, as indicated in Table 4. It is of significance to note that H₅ increased significantly. Difficulty of demethylation or preferential fission
of benzyl position are suggested. The heat-treatment intensified the peak at 8.2—10 ppm. The larger aromatic ring may be concentrated or produced during the heat-treatment.

4. Discussion

The heat-treatment at 410—450°C, in the present study, was found to be highly effective to modify DO so as to become compatible with LSVR in their cocarbonization, reducing and eliminating the formation of the bottom mosaic coke texture in the resultant lump coke obtained at 480—490°C. The DO treated at optimum conditions, of 410°C for 5 h, produced a lump free from mosaic textures, with CTE of as low as 0.3×10⁻⁶/°C. Thus, such heat-treatment of FCC-DO could be applied to a commercial coking process where coke of excellent homogeneity and low CTE are expected all through in the coking drum. Treatment at higher temperatures (430—450°C) was also effective to remove mosaic textures by cocarbonization at 480°C. The CTE values of the lumps, however, were somewhat greater at this temperature, which is suitable for combination of original DO and LSVR. It appears that slightly higher temperature of the carbonization is required for the optimization.

The heat-treatment removed, as indicated by NMR and TLC, preferentially, paraffins and alkyl groups of longer chain. Such an aromatization increased capability of FCC-DO in the early stage of the carbonization to dissolve the mesophase derived from the reactive portion of the asphaltene, which is believed to cause bottom mosaic texture. By heat-treating, coke yield of FCC-DO increased by eliminating the non-coking portion, hence fixed mixing ratio of LSVR/FCC-DO at unity is favorable for the heat-treated DO. Less amount of long paraffins produced from FCC-DO at the early stage of carbonization was also favorable to keep the dissolving ability of the matrix high, which resulted from the origin of such products in DO being removed by the heat-treatment.

It is of significance to comment that heat-treatment of DO at 410°C for 5 h is a requisite to produce lump coke of low CTE at 480°C. Alkyl side-chains of limited amount that still remain might keep its reactivity to provide the temperature and sources for the gas evolution at the solidification stage. High value of H₂ may assure the production of methane at the solidification stage. The gas evolution is believed to be essential for uni-axial alignment along the tube axis at solidification. Severe heat-treatment may enhance further the aromatization of DO. While it is favorable to eliminate the mosaic texture, excess aromatization may stabilize DO to such an extent as to remove sources of gas evolution in the carbonization. Hence a slightly higher temperature of carbonization to accelerate pyrolytic reactions is the optimum for such feedstocks. Such an explanation is very reasonable on the basis of the mechanisms proposed by the present authors. By selecting the optimum conditions, both elimination of mosaic texture and assurance of low CTE of the lump coke produced in the cocarbonization of LSVR are realized with the use of preheat-treated DO as complement.
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FCC デカント油（FCC-DO）と低硫黄減压残 残油（LSVR）から共炭化によってニードルコーキングを製造する場
合, FCC デカント油の性状によっては均質なコーキングが得られ
ないことがある。本研究ではこのように, 均質なコーキングの
得られないバラフィン系の FCC デカント油を, あらかじめ熱
処理することによって, コーキング品質の改善, とくにボトムモ
ザイクコーキングの消去を試みた。ここでは本 DO に 410℃-5
〜10 h, 430℃-1 h, 450℃-1 h の熱処理を施すことによっ
て LSVR との共炭化によって生じるニードルコーキング塊から
ボトムマザイクコーキングを消去し, かつ熱膨張係数 (CTE) を
0.3〜1.1×10^-6/℃ とすることができた（Fig. 1, Table 1）。
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